
 
 
Poetry, Pictures, and the Quality of Painting 
A Studio Visit with Paul Resika, Provincetown, Mass. 
 

 
 
 
Paul Resika lives and works in an antique Italianate “villa” atop a cliff overlooking 
Provincetown, Mass. He is 87 and still surprising himself by painting unanticipated 
subject matter in unexpected ways. 
 
While a steady rain fell outside, Mr. Resika and I spent an hour talking about art, history, 
life, and poetry in the milky light of his white-walled studio. Despite its modest size, 
Resika’s studio (a converted garage) has a spacious, airy feeling, like the white stone 
interior of an archaic Greek temple. Diffused light illuminates the space through a 
northern wall composed entirely of fitted panes of glass. Glass French doors open out 
into a small, paved garden. Resika designed and renovated the space himself. 
 
The painter spends as much if not more time in his studio in a chair, contemplating his 
work in progress, than he does creating it; he abruptly cautioned me not to say anything 
at all as we sat down to look at his newest “pictures,” as he calls them. 
 



Painters of Resika’s generation (the latter generation of the New York School) used to 
say a good picture has “quality.” For students of Hans Hofmann (Resika began studying 
with Hofmann in 1947 at the age of 17), this came to mean that a given painting works 
(or doesn’t) depending on whether the painter has created a living, relational artistic 
space, a living place for  “a sense of the invisible.” The word was also a tacit 
acknowledgment that, in the words of Resika’s friend and Pulitzer/MacArthur award-
winning poet Charles Simic, “In painting as in poetry there’s something that eludes any 
theory, any attempt to name it. (Thank God!)” Contemporary critical theory has 
discredited such vagaries, but not the poets, and not artists like Resika (who evidently 
enjoys talking about art despite professing not to).  
 
As Resika tells it, while still a teenager, he was a successful abstract painter in New 
York. But even then he’d begun to feel the modes of abstraction developed over the 
previous decade had run their course and were essentially dead. Much of the rest of his 
career can be read as a series of roads not taken by the rest of 20th century painting.  
 
A Bonnard show at MoMA in 1948 he says, sent him back to nature, and two years later 
he’d decamped to Paris. By the next year he was in Venice, where, in direct opposition to 
what his peers were doing in New York, he embraced and assimilated the work of the 16th 
century masters Titian, Tintoretto, and Veronese. To this day, his deep admiration for 
their colossal achievements continues to put anything contemporary, including his own 
work, in a stern, longer-view perspective.  
 

 
 

Painting the landscape from life during the Pop-Art 1960s, he immersed himself in Corot, 
going so far as to paint in the 19th century Barbizon artist’s locations in Italy. Again, he 
didn’t imitate Corot’s poetry; he absorbed it. During the 1980s and ‘90s, the pared-down 
archetypal shapes of iconic Provincetown imagery such as piers, boats, and cottages 
steered him toward becoming a colorist, in step with yet another master, Matisse. The 
Fauvist influence is perhaps most fully apparent in Resika’s mid-2000s work. It was 
Matisse, fittingly, who famously admonished,  “You must replicate the effort, not the 
result.” Apparently, Resika approaches painting and his development as an artist entirely 
from the inside out. 
 



“Painting is silent poetry,” Resika is fond of saying, “and poetry is painting that speaks.” 
So Resika prefaced the catalogue from his recent retrospective at the Provincetown Art 
Association Museum (“Paul Resika, Paintings, 1947-2014”), with a quote attributed to 
Simonides of Ceos. Poetry occupies an important place in Resika’s life and friendships. 
Lately he has been devouring the raw, self-expressive verse of John Berryman (the 
“Dream Songs”), Robert Lowell, Theodore Roethke, and other American poets of that 
ilk, a late but no less important discovery.  
 
Moderated by a regal, almost aggressively affectionate cat named Osiris, our 
conversation continued with a guided tour of Resika’s prodigious art collection. It’s full 
of his own and other’s work, hung salon-style in the artist’s home (he and his wife Blair 
spend the summers in Provincetown, and live the rest of the year in Manhattan).  
 
Resika’s art collection comes with many surprises. Among the expected works by 
himself, Robert De Niro, Sr., and other Hofmann students, there hang anonymous 
canvases and many unconventional paintings by relatively unknown artists, a good deal 
of them from Provincetown. The one thing they all have in common is a certain freedom 
from the conventions of Western “picture-making.” Again, the art of the past is to be 
digested, in the form of guiding principles and hints that make true originality possible.  
 
His latest turn is entirely in keeping with his penchant for aberration and deviation from 
the probable. Resika has returned to the still life, a genre he hasn’t explored since his pre-
Hofmann student days. Working, as always, from observation, Resika is producing 
contrarian work that, while still gestural in execution, is his most subdued and gently 
lyrical yet. But this is a subject Resikia won’t discuss. 
 

 
 
It would seem that as far as Resika is concerned, the criterion for “quality” in a painting 
is pretty simple. It has nothing to do with technique, style or sophistication: there’s either 
“something in it” or there isn’t. One senses that, like the work itself, such apparent 
straightforwardness rests upon a framework of considerable underlying complexity.  
 
Ultimately I think for Resika, as Hofmann wrote, “Art is a reflection of the spirit, a result 
of introspection, which finds expression in the nature of the art medium.” Therein, lies 
another clue to “quality”: that which cannot be controlled, coaxed, or named. 
 



“The spirit in a work is synonymous with its quality,” Hofmann wrote, “The picture 
should be alive, the statue should be alive and every work of art should be alive.”  
 
“Poetry” is an apt description of this pursuit, the term itself a kind of shorthand for the 
unnamable in the “search for the real.” Certainly it seems that, for Resika (as Simic says 
of poetry) a painting is nothing more nor less than “an aspiration toward a new image of 
the world.”  
 
-Christopher Volpe 


